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What is thematic collecting?

• It is no more than collecting on a theme.

• It is not confined to philatelic collecting!









Clarification of talk

This presentation is about collecting and not exhibiting.



A question for you

How many of you have a thematic collection?

Hands up



What attracts collectors to thematic 
collecting?

• Creating your own story

• Connection

• Research

• Visual

• History 

• The extra items in a collection

• Never finished



Creating your own story
A collection can be on any theme and the theme can be 

developed into a story.

Animals, Birds, Fish, People, Places, Events, Geographical features, 
Numbers, Buildings, some aspect of technology, Vehicles, 

Weapons, Olympics, Books, Minerals, War and Religion to name 
but a few themes.

The American Topical Association has over 1700 themed lists of 
stamps .



Creating your own story

A collection of say just parachuting stamps can be greatly 
enhanced by items that support parachuting e.g. aircraft, training 
establishments, famous parachutists and parachute styles just to 

name a few.

It is a small step from this point to developing a story that ties the 
collection together.

The story can be fictional!



Connection

What is the connection between a collector and their collection?

Many collectors (but not all) collect a particular theme because they 
have a relationship to it such as work, sport or past hobby.

As an example, I collect philatelic items based on parachuting because I 
used to parachute.

It means that the collector already has extensive and practical 
knowledge of the topic.



Connection

It may not be obvious to a 
non-parachutist but one of 
the strong memories of 
parachuting is how quiet it 
is hanging under a 
parachute. Knowing this 
enabled me to include this 
stamp. 



Research
Philatelic and Theme research

All collectors are inquisitive.

Keen to find out the back story to a philatelic item.

Collecting for the theme comes first then comes the philatelic research.

Like all categories it requires in-depth research but theme collecting 
requires wide as well as deep research.

Need to read widely around the theme to get new ideas for new pages 
or chapters.



Research

Marilyn Monroe worked in a 
munitions factory and checked 
parachute packing. In 1932 Smaranda Braescu from Romania, jumped from 

24,000ft over Sacramento USA to establish a world altitude 
record.



Research

Flight Sergeant Alkemade was a tail gunner for an RAF Lancaster bomber 
during WW2 who survived a fall of 18,000 ft. without a parachute

Why has this parachute got a 
hole at the top?



Visual

Different sizes, shapes, colours and philatelic items can make a 

very attractive collection.









History

Many theme-based collections have a place in history.

This makes a collection of greater interest to the wider population.

Social History has a growing audience.



History

Pigoud, parachutist and pilot

Dolly Sheppard. Parachutist



History



The extra items in a collection

Who has one or more items in their collection that is not  philatelic or a 
postcard?



The extra items in a collection



The extra items in a collection



The extra items in a collection



Never Finished

Unlike other disciplines theme-based collections are never finished.

Not just new issues of philatelic material.

New collecting ideas and new avenues to explore are part of the life of 
a theme-based collector.

This is a challenge. Where do you stop!



How can I summarise theme-collecting?

That relentless search for an item that may, or may not, exist so that 
our collection can tell a better and more attractive story.


